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TRADE FAIRS

• Meeting with  Mr. S. Ramaswani,
Principal Secretary, Department of
Forest & Environment and Planning

On 10th June’ 13 at Dehradun

UPCOMING
EVENTS

MEETINGS

• CANTON FAIR
On 15-19 October, 2013 at China

• Nanotexnology 2013
On 1-7 July, 2013 at Greece

• Expo Electric Indonesia Series
2013

On 4 July- 7 September 2013 at
Indonesia

For more details, please contact Association Office

• Management Development Program
in Role of Assertiveness in
Organizational Effectiveness

On 15th June’ 13 at 10 am, at Graphic
Era University, Dehradun

• Awareness  Program on High Energy
Efficient Motors

On 22nd June’ 13 at 11 am at Hotel
Softel Plaza, Dehradun.

•India Corrugated Show
Hyderabad 2013
On 5-8 July, 2013 at  Hyderabad,
India

•Delhi International Leather Fair
Delhi 2013
On 5-7 July,  2013 at New Delhi,
India



New Defence Procurement Policy focuses on indigenization
of production

KEEPING an eye on the indigenisation of production of defence goods, the MoD
has announced new Defence Procurement Procedure aimed at balancing the
competing requirements of expediting capital procurement, developing a robust
indigenous defence sector and conforming to the highest standards of transparency,
probity and public accountability, while laying a strong emphasis on promoting
indigenisation and creating a level playing field for the Indian Industry.

In the Foreward to the Document, the Defence Minister, Mr AK Antony, has
expressed the hope that the defence industry as well as the procurement agencies
will find the DPP-2013 to be a ‘progressive step’ aimed at giving impetus to
indigenisation, creating level playing field between the Private and Public Sector and
expediting the procurement process as a whole.

A higher preference has now been accorded explicitly to the Buy (Indian), Buy and
Make (Indian) and Make categorisation, besides bringing further clarity in the
definition of the ‘Indigenous Content’ and simplifying the Buy and Make (Indian)
process. Besides this, the validity of the “Acceptance of Necessity” (AoN) has been
reduced from two years to one year with a stipulation to freeze the Service
Qualitative Requirements (SQRs) before the accord of the AoN. A higher delegation
of financial powers to the Service Headquarters and the DPB has also been made.
Together, these measures are expected to make the procurement procedure more
efficient and reduce delays.

Other significant changes include incorporation of the new offset policy guidelines
which were promulgated in August 2012 and revision of the chapter on Ship-
building which had been introduced in the DPP 2011. The Ministry has also
undertaken the exercise of further simplification of the Make procedures and
revision of the Fast Track Procedures which is likely to be completed in the near
future.

With these changes, the new procedure is expected to provide the much needed
thrust to the Indian Defence Industry in the years to come while continuing to meet
the defence requirements of the country at an even pace.



The Salient features of the policy are as follows:

1. The first major change that has been brought in relates to the introduction of the
‘preferred categorisation’ in the following order; Buy(Indian), Buy &
Make(Indian), Make(Indian), Buy & Make, Buy(Global). While seeking the
approval for Áccord of Necessity (AoN) in a particular category, say, Buy
(Global), it will now be necessary to give justification for not considering the
other higher preference categories. This is expected to give a stronger impetus
to indigenization. (a new Para 20a)

2. Stipulations related to the indigenous content have been clarified and made
more stringent. Indigenous content requirements will now extend all the way to
the lowest tier of the sub-vendor. Hence, import content in the products supplied
by the sub-vendors will not qualify towards indigenous content’. (Para 4)

3. Besides this, the requirement of the prescribed indigenous content, e.g. 30% in
the Buy (Indian) category is to be achieved on the overall cost basis, as well as
in the core components i.e. the basic equipment, manufacturers recommended
spares, special tools and test equipments taken together. In addition, the basic
equipment must also have minimum 30% indigenous content at all stages
including the one offered at the trial stage. It has further been stipulated that an
indigenization plan will be provided by the vendor. These stipulations will
ensure more meaningful efforts towards indigenization.

4. While a penalty has been stipulated for not achieving the required indigenous
content at a given stage, a scope to make up the deficiency at later stages has
been provided.

5. Likewise, in the Buy and Make (Indian) cases, there is no stipulation regarding
the minimum indigenous content in the Buy component and the Indian vendor
is given the elbow room to achieve the prescribed indigenous content in the
overall delivery. This enables the Indian vendor the time to absorb ToT, set up
manufacturing facility while concurrently meeting the service requirements.

6. A method for assessment of indigenous content, based on self certification by
vendors, has been given (Appendix ‘F’ to Chapter I) while keeping provision
for audit by MoD or its nominated agency, if found necessary.

7. A major set of changes aimed at making the procurement process speedier
includes the stipulation to finalize the SQRs before seeking the accord for



‘Acceptance of Necessity’ (Para 17 - Chapter) and reducing the validity period of
an AoN from 2 years to one year. This will bring down the processing time of
individual cases significantly.

8. Procurement cases are also expected to be speeded up on account of enhanced
delegation of powers of the SCAPCHC from Rs 50 Crores to 150 Crores and the
power of the DPB from 150 Crores to 300 crores (Para 18).

9. In order to encourage timely submission of the bids by the vendors and to
discourage last minute requests for extension of time, it has been stipulated (Para
33) that any request for extension of the bid submission date must be made at least
two weeks prior to the bid submission date with adequate justification.

10. Impetus to indigenization would also require simplification of the Buy and Make
(Indian) and Make procedure. The exercise to simplify the Buy and Make (Indian)
procedure has been completed doing away inter alia with the requirement of short-
listing the vendors through the ‘Project Appraisal Committee’ while keeping the
validity of the AoN to two years permitting comprehensive consultations with the
Industry (Para 25a). This is expected to bring more projects under the Buy and
Make (Indian) category. Simplification of the Make procedure is underway and is
expected to be completed in few months.

11. In Buy (Global) cases, it will now be possible for the Indian vendor to give
Maintenance ToT to another Indian vendor of their choice (Para 28) . The MToT
partner is no longer required to be nominated by the DDP.

12. The appendix F and G to the RFP i.e. the Payment Terms and Commercial Offer
have been recast as ‘Commercial Clauses’ and ‘Evaluation Criteria of Price Bid
Format’. These include use of the International Commercial Terms (INCOTERMS
2010), bringing payment terms for Indian Bidders on par with those for the foreign
bidders, specificity in stages and modes of payment and removal of excise duty in
determination of L-1.

Apart from the major salient features of the DPP 2013 enumerated above, a number
of other changes have been made which are procedural in nature and aim at bringing
clarity and efficiency and in the procurement procedures. Further measures to
strengthen the Indian Defence Sector are under consideration and will be brought
about after due consultation with all stake holders. In the meantime, it is expected that
this document will be well received by the Industry, the users and other stakeholders
at large in the Indian Defence Sector.



RESERVE BANK OF INDIA (RBI)

RBI/2012-13/487
RPCD.CO.Plan. BC 72/04.09.01/ 2012-13

The Chairman/ Managing Director/ Chief Executive Officer
[All scheduled commercial banks
(excluding Regional Rural Banks)]

Dear Sir/ Madam,

Priority Sector Lending-Targets and Classification – Revision of Limits

Please refer to paragraph 65 of the Monetary Policy Statement for the year 2013-14. The following
limits under priority sector stand revised upward with effect from April 01, 2013.

1. Agriculture
(i) The limit of loans to farmers against pledge/hypothecation of agricultural produce

(including warehouse receipts) for a period not exceeding 12 months stands increased from ` 25
lakh to ` 50 lakh both under direct and indirect agriculture.

[Effect on July 20, 2012 circular: Paragraph III 1.1 (iv) and Paragraph 1.2.1 (iv) would stand amended
accordingly]

(ii) The limit of loans to dealers/sellers of fertilizers, pesticides, seeds, cattle feed, poultry feed,
agricultural implements and other inputs has been raised to ` 5 crore per borrower from ` 1 crore.

[Effect on July 20, 2012 circular: Paragraph III 1.2.2 (i) would stand amended accordingly]

2. Micro and Small Enterprises
The limit of bank loans to Micro and Small Service Enterprises (MSEs) engaged in providing or
rendering of services has been increased from `2 crore to `5 crore per borrower/unit, provided they
satisfy the investment criteria for equipment as defined under MSMED Act, 2006.

[Effect on October 17, 2012 circular on priority sector: Paragraph 2 would stand amended
accordingly]

Yours faithfully,
(T. V. Rao)

Deputy General Manager



RESERVE BANK OF INDIA (RBI)

RBI/2012-13/487
RPCD.CO.Plan. BC 72/04.09.01/ 2012-13

The Chairman/ Managing Director/ Chief Executive Officer
[All scheduled commercial banks
(excluding Regional Rural Banks)]

Dear Sir/ Madam,

Priority Sector Lending-Targets and Classification – Revision of Limits

Please refer to paragraph 65 of the Monetary Policy Statement for the year 2013-14. The following
limits under priority sector stand revised upward with effect from April 01, 2013.

1. Agriculture
(i) The limit of loans to farmers against pledge/hypothecation of agricultural produce

(including warehouse receipts) for a period not exceeding 12 months stands increased from ` 25
lakh to ` 50 lakh both under direct and indirect agriculture.

[Effect on July 20, 2012 circular: Paragraph III 1.1 (iv) and Paragraph 1.2.1 (iv) would stand amended
accordingly]

(ii) The limit of loans to dealers/sellers of fertilizers, pesticides, seeds, cattle feed, poultry feed,
agricultural implements and other inputs has been raised to ` 5 crore per borrower from ` 1 crore.

[Effect on July 20, 2012 circular: Paragraph III 1.2.2 (i) would stand amended accordingly]

2. Micro and Small Enterprises
The limit of bank loans to Micro and Small Service Enterprises (MSEs) engaged in providing or
rendering of services has been increased from ` 2 crore to ` 5 crore per borrower/unit, provided they
satisfy the investment criteria for equipment as defined under MSMED Act, 2006.

[Effect on October 17, 2012 circular on priority sector: Paragraph 2 would stand amended
accordingly]

Yours faithfully,
(T. V. Rao)

Deputy General Manager



RESERVE BANK OF INDIA (RBI)

RBI/2012-13/488
DBOD.No.Ret.BC.91 /12.01.001/2012-13

All Scheduled Commercial Banks
& Local Area Banks

Dear Sir,

Bank Rate

As announced in the Annual Monetary Policy Statement 2013-14, the Bank Rate stands
adjusted by 25 basis points from 8.50 per cent to 8.25 per cent with effect from May 3,
2013.

2. All penal interest rates on shortfall in reserve requirements, which are specifically
linked to the Bank Rate, also stand revised as indicated in Annex.

3. Please acknowledge receipt. Yours faithfully

Sd/-
(Sudha Damodar)

Chief General Manager

Encl: as above



Annexure

Item Existing Rate Revised Rate
(Effective from May 3, 2013)

Penal interest rates on
shortfalls in reserve
requirements (depending
on  duration of shortfalls).

Bank Rate plus 3.0
percentage points (11.50
per cent) or Bank Rate plus
5.0 percentage points
(13.50 per cent).

Bank   Rate   plus   3.0 percentage
points (11.25 per cent) or Bank Rate
plus  5.0 percentage  points  (13.25
per cent).

Penal Interest Rates which are linked to the Bank Rate



COMMERCIAL TAX

In pursuance of the provisions of clause (3) of Article 348 of the Constitution of India,
the Governor is pleased to order the publication of the following English translation of
the Notification No. 476/2013/141(120)/XXVII(8)/08 dated 15 April, 2013 for general
information.

Government of Uttarakhand
VITTA ANUBHAG-8

No. 476/2013/141(120)/XXVII(8)/08
Dehradun :: Dated:: 15 April, 2013

Notification

WHEREAS, the State Government is satisfied that it is expedient so do to in public
interest;

NOW, THEREFORE, in exercise of the powers conferred by sub-section (5) of
section 8 of the Central Sales Tax Act, 1956 (Act No. 10 of 1897), the Governor is
pleased to order to extend the period regarding exemption of tax up to “31-03-2015 or
the date of implementation of GST, whichever is earlier” in place of the period upto
“31-03-2013 or the date of implementation of GST, whichever is earlier” as specified
in the previous notification no. 786/2011/74(120)/XXVII(8)/05 Dated 18 July, 2011.

Sd/-
(Radha Raturi)

Principal Secretary



COMMERCIAL TAX

In pursuance of the provisions of clause (3) of Article 348 of the Constitution of India,
the Governor is pleased to order the publication of the following English translation of
the Notification No. 541/2013/55(120)/XXVII(8)/2001 dated 2 May, 2013 for general
information.

Government of Uttarakhand
Finance Section -8

No. 541/2013/55(120)/XXVII(8)/2001
Dehradun :: Dated:: 2 May, 2013

Notification

WHEREAS, the State Government is satisfied that it is expedient so do to in public
interest;

NOW, THEREFORE, in exercise of the powers conferred by sub-section (4) of
section 4 of the Uttarakhand Value Added Tax Act, 2005 (Act no. 27 of 2005) read
with section 21 of the Uttar Pradesh General Clauses Act, 1904 (U.P. Act No. 1 of
1904) (as applicable to the State of Uttarakhand). The Governor is pleased to allow,
with effect from the date of publication of this notification in Gazette, the following
amendment in Schedule-II (b) of the Uttarakhand Value Added Tax, 2005-

Amendment
In Schedule-II(b), for the existing entry at serial no. 94, the following entry shall be
substituted; namely-

“94. River sand and River Bazari.”

Sd/-

(Radha Raturi)
Principal Secretary



Be IT compliant to avoid Business Risk in USA Market

- Rajveer Singh, Apex Cluster Development Services, Pvt. Ltd., New Delhi
rajveers@hotmail.com

ARTICLE

Current industrial scenario is so dynamic that any new development has widespread
repercussions around the globe. The impact of these developments has been quite
visible in case of our manufacturing exports from the state of Uttar Pradesh and
Uttarakhand wherein a fall in shares of traditional items like textiles, leather and
leather manufactures, plastics, glass and glassware etc have been witnessed
primarily in our largest traditional market of the US. Our share of these items to the
USA has fallen from 89.1% to 74.2% during last two years.

Why is this happening? Exporters from the state have been facing tough
competition in USA with China which captures almost 19.5% share of total US
imports as compared to India’s share of only 1.6% share. Other competing countries
include Pakistan, Bangladesh and Thailand for textiles; Thailand, Argentina and
Vietnam for iron and steel products; Argentina, Vietnam, Indonesia and Nicaragua
for most of the processed food items etc. Apart from these, there are emerging
suppliers from countries like Venezuela, Nigeria, South East Asia, Peru, Algeria etc.
Besides the cost of the product from countries above mentioned other reasons which
are emerging as competitive tools in the international market are fair trade practices
and compliance of such practices in our production process.

In such a scenario what can the exporters from the state do?
Compliance is the answer. Yes!! through efficient compliance to changing
regulations in the importing markets, exporting firms from the state can gain better
access and if this is done timely, as compared to our competing suppliers, the
chances of becomes better. While compliance related to labor, environment and
quality have been quite prevalent across the globe, technology compliance is
becoming a prime concern for the importers in the US wherein the US
buyers/importers are prevented from buying any product manufactured out of pirated
versions of software or hardware used anywhere in its systems as per the new Unfair
Competition Act (UCA) law passed in US recently. This would mean that if any
company uses a pirated software or hardware, at any stage of production and sells to
a US company to become part of a larger product, in such a scenario US company is
liable for damages for usage of illegal software and hardware of information
technology in the production process of Indian company .



This has resulted into an obvious shift in preferences of the US buyers from buying
Only from the countries where companies are IT compliant . Few recent cases
have been reported of such violation where two textiles companies have borne the
brunt of violating California's Competition Law, a law suit has already been filed by
California's Attorney General. China and other similar countries are therefore
gearing up towards compliance after this. So why shouldn’t India? It has been
witnessed that in most of the competing countries supplying to the US, the piracy
rates are much higher as compared to India and therefore US buyers prefer to buy
from India.

However, this opportunity for the exporters exists Only if the exporting companies
including the suppliers throughout the value chain are IT compliant . Therefore you
may or may not be an exporter but your IT compliance will decide the stake of the
final Indian exporter supplying to the US market and therefore any loss in the
business at any stage in the value chain will impact all the concerned players. Hence
exporters/traders are cautioned against using any pirated versions themselves and
also against procuring without confirming the IT compliance.

According to Ajay Singha, Executive Director, The American Chamber of
Commerce. “Today, the global economic situation is forcing governments around
the world to look at enforcing laws that provide a fair ground for competition. The
US law against ‘unfair competition’ is another step in this global trend. US being a
key export market for India, it is critical that exporters review the software used in
their supply chains to ensure license compliance and abide by the law. For the
countless manufacturers in the country risking loss of trade is simply not an option,”
he said.

What Should be done ?
The compliance of the UCA will also reduce the financial liability for the Indian
textile manufacturer and all the players in the value chain of the manufacturing
process. The usage of illegal software is similar to using any other illicit fixed and
variable input in the manufacturing process .This short-sightedness can be of a huge
cost to the manufacturer where the export market will be a restricted market in the
future and the textile traders can lose their business to the other exporting nations. It
will also encourage employee and business productivity and improve the all-
embracing governance. The compliance law if adhered to will also augment the
reputation of the Indian Textile manufacturer.



There are online and offline tools available to validate the ownership of legal
hardware and software. To start with one can simply go for audit of the software
assets in the company. This practice is very popular to manage IT assets in the
company and called Software Asset Management (SAM).

Another very easy and popular online option is Verafirm registry (initially known as
LMR360). The IT assets owned by company may be registered online by using
verafirm registry, started by some leading IT publisher worldwide
(www.verafirm.org.) Verafirm is a self-declaration portal that requires manual

VERAFIRM REGISTRY
The newly-announced verafirm (LMR360) initiative – a worldwide on-line
voluntary computer software license compliance programme – launched by the
Business Application Alliance (BSA). The BSA is a non-revenue trade association
created to advance the objectives of the application sector and its hardware
partners. The programme is developed in association with software publishers, the
programme accommodates the different sorts of licensing structures, terminology
and other individuals, to assist firms effectively document, see and verify their
licensing computer software information . Firms have a option of limited
registration or full fledged registration i.e. verafirm-Registered, verafirm-Verified
or verafirm-Licensed – each offering its unique set of positive aspects and benefits.
The registration is free. The Registrants will acquire a digital “badge” which they
can use to market their products

entering of software licensing data by a user within the organization. Manufacturers
those who register at the above mentioned website get visibility to USA buyers
also.

One of the ways for manufacturers to avoid any risk of business disruption would
be to ensure that they properly license and legalize any IT that they use. Another
way is to be proactive about managing their software and other IT assets on an
ongoing basis, and conducting a license review or audit within their operations to
ensure compliance. These laws will help level the playing field for all
manufacturers and will help IT-compliant manufacturers to move up the
competitiveness ladder – allowing the country as a whole to become even more
competitive. This is a situation that India can capitalize on and build further to its
advantage. The movement is getting stronger and it is clear that a potential
ignorance to the new trade laws could spell out doom for the Indian manufacturing
and export sector.

**************



IAU IN NEWS

IAU delegation led by Mr. Pankaj
Gupta and Mr. Anil Goyal
discussing MSME issues with Mr.
Madhav Lal, Secretary- MSME,
Govt. of India at New Delhi on 30th

May, 2013.

Members participating in
discussion during IAU
General House Meeting
held at IAU office.



IAU IN NEWS

Mr. Pankaj Gupta, President,
IAU making a presentation
on Business and Investment
Opportunities in Uttarakhand
before the German
Chambers and Industries at
Indo-German SME Forum

IAU delegation with Hon’ble
Minister for MSME, Govt. of
India Mr. K. H. Muniappa
during meeting at New
Delhi.



IAU IN NEWS

Mr. Anil Goyal, State
General Secretary, IAU
being honored with
“Uttarakhand Ratan”.

Moh. Lateef Chaudhary,
Chapter Chairman-Selaqui,
IAU being honored with
“Uttarakhand Ratan”.

Congratulations



S.N. Organization Name Tender Title Last Date for
Submission

Opening Date Location

1. COFMOW
(INDIAN
RAILWAYS)

Additional Robotic
Arm on the existing
Robotic System (on
Turnkey Basis)

08.07.2013
upto 11 am

08.07.2013
at 11:30 am

Patiala

Locomotive
Hauled/EMU-MEMU/
DEMU/Train
Simulators (on turnkey
basis)

08.08.2013
upto 11 am

08.08.2013
at 11:30 am

New
Delhi

Computer Controlled
X-Ray Fluorescence
Spectrometer

15.07.2013
upto 11 am

15.07.2013
at 11:30 am

Bangalore

CNC Travelling Bridge
Type Co-ordinat
Measuring Machine
(On Turnkey Basis)

08.08.2013
upto 11 am

08.08.2013
at 11:30 am

New
Delhi

Coil Spring End
Grinding Machine (On
Turnkey Basis)

22.07.2013
upto 11 am

22.07.2013
at 11:30 am

Chennai

UP COMING TENDERS

For more details, please contact Association Office



Mohabewala Industrial Area, Dehradun - 248 110
Uttarakhand (India)

Tel.: 91+135+2640530, Fax 91+135+2643382;
Website: www.iauonline.in;

www.msmesolutions.org
E-mail: iauuttarakhand@gmail.com


